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We report on the realization of an ultracold mixture of lithium atoms in the ground state and ytterbium
atoms in an excited metastable (3P2) state. Such a mixture can support broad magnetic Feshbach
resonances which may be utilized for the production of ultracold molecules with an electronic spin degree
of freedom, as well as novel Efimov trimers. We investigate the interaction properties of the mixture in the
presence of an external magnetic field and find an upper limit for the background interspecies two-body
inelastic decay coefficient of K0

2 < 3 × 10−12 cm3=s for the 3P2 mJ ¼ −1 substate. We calculate the
dynamic polarizabilities of the Ybð3P2Þ magnetic substates for a range of wavelengths, and find good
agreement with our measurements at 1064 nm. Our calculations also allow the identification of magic
frequencies where Yb ground and metastable states are identically trapped and the determination of the
interspecies van der Waals coefficients.
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Ultracold elemental mixtures provide unique opportu-
nities to study few- and many-body physics with mass-
mismatched atomic partners [1] and diatomic polar
molecules [2,3]. While the bulk of elemental mixture
experiments have been performed using ground state
bialkali systems, the recent production of ground state
mixtures of alkali-metal- and alkaline-earth-metal-like
atoms [4–7] further extends the experimental possibilities.
These include powerful quantum simulation and informa-
tion protocols [8] and tests of fundamental symmetries [9]
with paramagnetic polar molecules. While tunable two-
body interactions that are important for these advances have
been proposed in such mixtures [10], they have not yet been
experimentally detected.
In this Letter we report the realization of a new class of

heteronuclear mixtures in which one atomic component is
in an electronically excited state, using lithium (6Li) and
ytterbium (174Yb) atoms. This establishes a highly mass-
mismatched atomic mixture where tunable anisotropic
interactions are expected to play a strong role [11], laying
a foundation for future studies of ultracold trapped para-
magnetic polar molecules and Efimov trimers with very
large mass imbalance [12]. We measure inelastic inter-
actions in the mixture and observe the relative suppression
of interspecies inelastic processes. Our experimental meth-
ods also demonstrate new techniques of production and
manipulation of spin components in the metastable 3P2

state of Yb.
The study and control of anisotropic interactions is an

increasingly important topic in ultracold atomic systems. In
addition to their impact on many-body physics [3,8,13],

anisotropic two-body interactions are proving to be of great
interest for generating magnetically tunable interactions, as
has been calculated theoretically [14] and observed exper-
imentally in a mixture of ground and excited state Yb atoms
[15]. The latter result applied in the context of the Liþ Yb
combination points to an alternative route towards tunable
interactions, where the ground state Feshbach resonances
are predicted to be extremely narrow [16] and experimen-
tally difficult to access.
An important component of the work reported here is the

successful trapping of Yb atoms in the 3P2 state (Yb�) in a
1064 nm optical dipole trap (ODT), where Li atoms can be
cotrapped. Our scheme for preparation and detection of
Yb� is similar to an earlier one that was used to populate a
spin mixture of Yb� in a 532 nm ODT [17] but is modified
to produce pure spin states in a 1064 nm trap at an arbitrary
external magnetic field. We confine ground state 174Yb
atoms in a horizontally oriented single-beam ODT and
evaporatively cool them to the microkelvin regime. We then
produce the Yb� state by optical pumping (see Fig. 1) using
the 1S0 → 3D2 electric quadrupole transition at 404 nm
[18]. With this setup [19], we can achieve a 1S0 → 3P2

pumping rate of up to 50 Hz per atom. Remaining ground
state atoms are removed with 399 nm light. Yb� atoms are
detected by transferring them back to the ground 1S0 state
using light at 770=649 nm immediately prior to absorption
imaging on the 399 nm transition. Further details can be
found in the Supplemental Material [19].
Our method of preparing pure spin states of Yb� takes

advantage of dipole selection rules and differential Stark
shifts between spin states. By using an external magnetic
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field, we spectrally resolve magnetic substates within the
3D2 manifold, from which the atoms decay into 3P2 [see
Fig. 2(a)]. The resultant population in a particular spin state
of 3P2 is determined by a combination of the branching
ratio for spontaneous emission into that state and potential
atom loss due to a trap depth reduction from the state
dependent polarizability. We determine the spin composi-
tion of our trapped Yb� samples using the Stern-Gerlach
technique to spatially separate the states during expansion
from the trap [see Figs. 2(b)–2(f)]. The initial composition
of atoms trapped in 3P2 from an excitation to the 3D2 mJ ¼−1ð−2Þ state is shown in panel b (c) of Fig. 2. For our trap,
the 3P2 mJ ¼ −2 is very weakly trapped compared to the
3P2 mJ ¼ −1 state, leading to a substantial, ODT beam
power-dependent loss of mJ ¼ −2 atoms due to gravita-
tional spilling. By reducing ODT power and applying a
vertical magnetic gradient field during the 404 nm expo-
sure, we can make this state untrapped. We thus obtain a
pure sample of mJ ¼ −1 Yb� atoms [Fig. 2(d)]. By
applying a transverse radiofrequency (rf) magnetic field,
we can drive transitions to other mJ states of Yb�. Taking
advantage of the spectroscopic resolution created by the
differential Stark shift of neighboring states, we obtain pure
samples of eithermJ ¼ −2 or 0 using rf π pulses [Figs. 2(e)
and 2(f)] [20].

The relevant property for controlling a particular atomic
state in an optical trap is its dynamic polarizability αðω; ϵ⃗Þ, a
function of radiation frequency ω and polarization ϵ⃗. The
polarizability of each of the 1S0 ground and 3P2 metastable
states of Yb is determined by the dipole couplings to all other
atomic states [21]. We calculate the polarizability from a
combination of experimental transition frequencies and
oscillator strengths between atomic levels available from
the literature [22] and additional theoretical calculations of
these characteristics for other transitions using a relativistic
multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock-Sturm method, described in
[23]. Figure 3 shows the resulting polarizability as a function
of laser frequency of light linearly polarized parallel to the
quantization axis for ground state Yb and the five magnetic
sublevels mJ ¼ 0, �1, and �2 of Yb�. The polarizability is
singular at atomic transition energies and strongly depends
on the absolute value of mJ. In fact, it has opposite signs for
different mJ over significant ranges of frequencies. The
intersections of ground and excited state curves in Fig. 3
indicate magic wavelengths for ultranarrow optical transi-
tions. We find good agreement with earlier measurements at

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1 (color online). Yb� preparation and detection scheme.
(a) Low-lying energy levels of ytterbium with solid (dashed) lines
indicating the relevant laser excitation (spontaneous decay) proc-
esses. The natural linewidths of the short-lived f1P1;3P1;3D2;3S1g
excited states are 2π × f28;0.18;0.35;12g MHz, respectively.
(b) Top-down view of experimental setup. Two counterpropagating
404 nm excitation beams (blue arrows) are overlapped with the
ODT (brown). Laser beams at 649 and 770 nm (red, brown arrows)
pump atoms back to the ground state prior to absorption imaging
using the 399 nm beam (purple arrow).

(a)

(e)(d)(c)(b) (f )

FIG. 2 (color online). Yb�state preparation. (a) A particular
magnetic substate of 3D2 can be resolved via Zeeman splitting
and selectively excited with 404 nm light. This state will
subsequently spontaneously decay to substates in the 3P2 mani-
fold according to the indicated branching ratios. Radio frequency
transitions within the 3P2 manifold are spectroscopically resolved
due to the state-dependent Stark shifts in the 1064 nm ODT.
(b)–(f) Absorption images of different 3P2 spin compositions
after Stern-Gerlach separation. The images correspond to
(b) transfer via the 3D2 mJ ¼ −1 substate; (c) transfer via the
3D2 mJ ¼ −2 substate; (d) transfer via 3D2 mJ ¼ −2 substate
with an applied in-trap gradient to obtain a pure sample of 3P2

mJ ¼ −1 atoms; (e) and (f) are the same as (d), followed by rf π-
pulse transfer to mJ ¼ −2 and mJ ¼ 0, respectively, of the 3P2

manifold. The rf pulses in (e) and (f) are 300 μs long with
frequencies close to the Zeeman splitting of 26 MHz but
separated by 430 kHz due to the state-dependent Stark shift.
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532 nm [24]. The transition frequencies and oscillator
strengths used in calculating the dynamic polarizability also
enable us to construct both relativistic and nonrelativistic van
der Waals C6 coefficients for the Yb� þ Yb� and Yb� þ Li
collision systems. A more detailed description of this
procedure is given in the Supplemental Material [19].
From these we determine the p-wave threshold for two-
body collisions in the above systems to be 24 μK and
2.1 mK, respectively.
We experimentally determine polarizabilities at 1064 nm

to compare to our calculated values. We measure the trap
frequencies of the mJ ¼ 0, −1, and −2 substates and com-
pare to an identical measurement for the ground 1S0 state.
The trap frequencies were measured by observing the
oscillation of cloud size (breathing mode) following a
diabatic increase in trap depth. These values were also
verified by using the parametric excitation technique. The
experimentally obtained polarizability ratios are α−1=αg ¼
1.04ð6Þ, α0=αg ¼ 1.6ð2Þ, and α−2=αg ¼ 0.20ð2Þ. These
agree well with our theoretically calculated ratios (see
inset of Fig. 3).
With the facility to produce, manipulate, and detect Yb�

added to our Li-Yb apparatus [5,25], we investigate the
mixture of Yb� and Li. Here, we focus on a mixture of the
lowest hyperfine state of 6Li (denoted j1i) and themJ ¼ −1
state of Yb�. Starting with an optically trapped and cooled
mixture of 174Yb (1S0) and 6Li (j1i), we change the
magnetic field to a desired value and prepare the mJ ¼−1 state of Yb� as discussed above [19]. We subsequently
compress the trap in order to suppress atom loss due to
evaporation and to improve interspecies spatial overlap
against differential gravitational sag. Further details can be
found in the Supplemental Material [19].
The number and temperature evolution of an Yb� þ Li

mixture prepared in this way at an external magnetic field

of 12 G is shown in Fig. 4. The initial temperature
difference between the species is due to thermal decoupling
at the lowest trap depths [5,19] and is a useful starting point
to monitor elastic interspecies interactions. One-body
effects from Yb� spontaneous decay, from collisions with
background atoms, and from off-resonant scattering of
ODT photons are negligible on the time scale of the
experiment. Since our lithium component is a single state
fermion deep in the s-wave regime [26], the Li-Li inter-
actions are negligible for our parameters. From our calcu-
lated values for the p-wave threshold for two-body
collisions in the Yb� þ Yb� and Yb� þ Li systems, we
infer that all two-body interactions are s-wave dominated.
For the starting peak density of nYb�ðLiÞ ¼ 5.3ð1.2Þ ×
1012 cm−3 and large evaporation parameter ηYb�ðLiÞ ¼
UYb�ðLiÞ=kBTYb�ðLiÞ ¼ 24ð20Þ, it is reasonable to expect
that all number losses result from two-body inelastic
processes. Here U and T are the trap depths and temper-
atures of the two species, respectively. We observe that the
system retains its initial temperature disparity throughout
the time scale of the experiment. This suggests that
interspecies s-wave elastic collisions play a negligible part
in the system dynamics.
A striking feature of Fig. 4 is the stability of the Li

number on the time scale of Yb� decay, suggesting a
dominance of inelastic effects from Yb� þ Yb� collisions
over Liþ Yb� collisions. We model the atomic densities
with the coupled differential equations

_nYb� ¼ −K0
2nLinYb� − K2n2Yb� ;

_nLi ¼ −K0
2nLinYb� ;

where nYb�ðLiÞ and K2ðK0
2Þ are the densities of Yb�ðLiÞ and

the (volume-independent) two-body decay coefficients of

FIG. 3 (color online). Calculated dynamic polarizability of Yb�
as a function of frequency of light polarized parallel to the
quantization axis. Green, red, and blue solid lines correspond to
the jmJj ¼ 0, 1, and 2 substates, respectively, and the dashed line
to the ground state. The open circle indicates measurements of the
ac polarizability at 532 nm [24]. Our polarizability ratio mea-
surements at 1064 nm, scaled to the calculated 1S0 value, are
shown as solid circles in inset.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Number and temperature (inset) evolu-
tion of Yb� and Li in the ODT at an external magnetic field of
12 G. Lines show fits based on a model including two-body
inelastic effects (see text).
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Yb�-Yb� (Yb�-Li). The temperature evolution is given by
the heating from the density dependence of the inelastic
processes which favor atom loss from near the trap center
[27]. Best fits with this model (solid lines in Fig. 4) yield
K2 ¼ 2.5 × 10−11 cm3=s, and K0

2 consistent with zero [28].
The estimated statistical error provides an upper bound of
K0

2 < 3 × 10−12 cm3=s. By considering the elastic cross
section needed for interspecies thermalization on the
experimental time scale, we can also place an upper bound
of 300a0 on the magnitude of the interspecies s-wave
scattering length. Here a0 is the Bohr radius.
Our study of interspecies interactions can be extended to

arbitrary values of the external magnetic field and also to
different magnetic substates of Yb� using the methods
described above. Repeating the above experiment at 94 G
we observe a similarly long lifetime of Li atoms in the
presence of Yb�. These low values of background inter-
species inelastic rates bode well for future searches for
Feshbach resonances between spin-polarized samples of
Yb� and Li, where interspecies inelastic rates should be
resonantly enhanced and could be observed by monitoring
the Li population as a function of magnetic field. By
working in an optical lattice and/or using a fermionic Yb
isotope, the inelastic effects of Yb� þ Yb� collisions may
be suppressed, allowing for a more precise investigation
of interspecies phenomena in the mixture. We note that
complementary theoretical work has already been initi-
ated [11,29].
In conclusion, we produced spin polarized samples of

ytterbium atoms in the 3P2 (Yb�) state in a 1064 nm ODT.
Our demonstrated method to manipulate the spin state of
Yb� is extendable to production of arbitrary spin super-
positions within the 3P2 manifold and could be applicable
towards quantum information schemes reliant on the
long-range magnetic dipole-dipole interaction [30]. We
measured the dynamic polarizabilities of different spin
substates and found good agreement with our calculated
theoretical values. These calculations also identify magic
wavelength points, of relevance for potential optical clock
transitions between ground and long-lived metastable (3P2)
states of Yb [31,32]. We cotrapped lithium with metastable
ytterbium and investigated the interaction properties of the
mixture at large magnetic fields. We found a dominance of
intraspecies inelastic effects over interspecies ones.
Possible applications of this mixture include investigations
of universal few-body physics [12], and the synthesis of
ultracold paramagnetic polar molecules for quantum sim-
ulation [8] and tests of fundamental symmetries [9].
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Note added.—Recently, related work was reported in
which the polarizabilities of Yb� substates were determined
at 1070 nm using optical spectroscopy [34].
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